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RESEARCH

Current Solutions

Numerous options 

Focus on outfitting  

Transaction based 

Membership fees

Gender exclusive 



92 MILLION TONS 

FORCED & CHILD LABOR

GREENWASHING

Of the 100 billion garments produced each year, 

A US Department of Labor report found evidence of 

in the fashion industry in Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, China, India,
Indonesia, Philippines, Turkey, and Vietnam.

end up in landfills.

Sustainability claims can be intentionally inaccurate and misleading. 

is when a brand market as a green company, and continue to
cause more waste or greenhouse gases.

RESEARCH



Micro Level

Our consumers are overwhelmed with
how to establish their style and are
bombarded with useless stuff in their
closets. 

Macro Level

The global fashion and textile industry have a
choice to practice sustainable processes,
however, they choose to prioritize revenue
over pollution, waste, and human rights issues. 

THE PROBLEM



How might we introduce a digital tool
that enables consumers to build a

closet they love and make outfitting
easier while resulting in a sustainable

& ethical industry?



AREAS OF
OPPERTUNITY

Accessibility

The opportunity to make this
solution accessible for anyone
with a smartphone and a closet.

Incentives

The opportunity to build a closet they love, and
continue shopping - all while making a sustainable
and ethical impact on the world. 

Wide Range/Adaptability

The opportunity to focus on
sustainable brands and convert non-
sustainable brands.



UNDERSTAND
THE USER

96% EXPRESSED INTEREST IN
SHOPPING SUSTAINABLY OR
ETHICALLY MADE PRODUCTS 

how users shop

issues with increased consumption 

feelings towards sustainably made products 

The goal of the survey was to get an initial read on:



"I catch myself endlessly scrolling and adding to bag. I need help shopping."

"When I donate clothes to my local fire station, I feel good & it
motivates me to clean my closet every season."

"I don't have a day or week to clean my closet, let alone upload
every item into an app. I need a faster way to organize..."

"...It has never occurred to me to check if I shop with sustainable
or ethical brands..."

"I don't need more clothes, I needs ideas for a refresh."

USER INTERVIEWS



USER INTERVIEWS

*completed in Miro



Purposeful Shopping 

Users cannot navigate their closet or purchase history. As a
result, users continue to overbuy products they already have
or don't need. 

Organization

Majority of users believe the issues they experience
with outfitting are derived from the closet organization
system they lack.

Motivation 

Users want to clean their closets but struggle to find time
to do so. If these actions were incentivized or easier to
complete more users would participate.

Good Heart   

Users want to shop sustainably and ethically, however, this is
a challenge because brands might market "green" values, but
engage in non-sustainable processes. 

INSIGHTS

Convenience 

Users want to stay on trend and stylish but find it easier
to repeat an outfit. 







Ava needs: 
 

TAKE AWAY

In most experiences, users are unable to adopt
sustainable habits because they are not
convenient or accessible. 

An easy way to visualize her closet for
outfitting 

A convenient  and incentivized way to
practice & create sustainable habits 

Outfitting ideas personalized to her style and
schedule from her closet  



CONCEPT
A mobile app where users will be able to build a closet they love and
make outfitting easier while simultaneously influencing the industry to
adopt more sustainable processes. 

Scope: Individual outfitting experience  

Goal: Clickable prototype 

Timeline: 8 weeks

Target Audience: Ages 25-35 with a closet and access to a smartphone 



PROCESS:

Sketches on iPad
Medium-fidelity & high-fidelity in Figma 

Feedback:

Ideate on navigation needs and use the standard terminology.  

Mimic "real-life" interaction so app features feels intuitive 

Features: 

Digital library of clothing 

Scanning outfits to learn the user's style

Rewards for future shopping trips

Ability to donate/participate in circularity

Learn more about brand's green efforts   

Outfitting suggestions based on your closet 

IDEATION



VISUAL DESIGN



PROTOTYPE

3 Flows:

Circularity

Outfit upload

Rewards  

 High-fidelity Prototype ->

https://www.figma.com/proto/NVZOg0Ng6dJhTaFGmr2L35/Closetful_CAPSTONE-PRJ.?page-id=84%3A597&node-id=136%3A3809&viewport=987%2C793%2C0.08&scaling=scale-down&starting-point-node-id=84%3A1263


*light journey map in the "emotional Experience with Closetful" section shows the emotions experienced in the journey without our product



USER TESTING 

Strengths 

Positive sentiments towards the aesthetic
and features of the app  

Users understood icons, and terminology
and could complete flows

 100% of testers said they would use this
app; interest in joint accounts with spouses 

"It honestly doesn't even feel like a chore to
clean out my closet, I could use this on my
commute home or even in bed!"

"Love that I can [digitally] make an outfit
without destroying my room."

"I've never seen an app like this for men" 

Weaknesses 

Some legibility and accessibility issues with
colors + type size 

Some technical issues 

Users questioned the technology for the
"outfit upload" feature but liked the idea of it  

Questions about the "reward" process and
how/where to use them 

Users expressed wanting a social component
to share outfit ideas & clothes

Concerns about how to remove/add items
 



NEXT STEPS

Create the "set-up" process with membership details 

Build a mobile + desktop plug-in to help user shop more effectively

Build out the donation process in prototype

Add a marketplace with social features 

#01

#04

#02

#03



NEXT STEPS



Q&A

THANK YOU!
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